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DISPLAYS fixtures are no charge when filled with product

Countertop 
Stadium Display
DISP-STAD

The perfect display for highlighting your stickers right 
where your shoppers will see them. Use several to 
group specific themes to create a focal point display!

Display will hold:
12 printed stickers ($450)
8 large die cut ($400-$600)
8-12 small die cut ($300-$750)

Approximately 13” wide and 10” tall by 10” deep

Best Seller Collection 
Stadium Display
DISP-STAD-BEST

Features 12 top selling printed stickers, including 3 
name drop styles.  Please indicate your name drop 
choices in order notes or your town name will be 
used.  All stock designs can be requested if name drop 
is not desired. 

$450

Best Seller Collection 
Floor Display
DISP-FL-BEST

Features 8 panels filled with our bestselling stickers 
and magnets.  Our best seller collection includes 
approximately 25% name drop stickers in both printed 
and die-cut styles.  Please include specific name drop 
requests in your order notes. 

Best seller assortment includes:
1 magnet side
1 small die-cut sitcker side
1 large die-cut sticker sides
5 printed sticker sides

Approximately $3560

Floor Display
 
DISP-FL

Create a one stop shop in your store with our floor dis-
play which takes up just 1 & ½ square feet!  Choose to 
fill sides with stickers on divided shelves, pegged sides 
for packaged stickers or magnetic panels. The floor 
display pairs nicely with our floor hat display.

Choose 8:
Printed sticker side: 15 styles ($562)
Large die-cut sticker side: 8 styles ($400 - $750)
Small die-cut sticker side: 12 – 15 styles ($450 - $900)
Magnet side: 6 styles 6 each ($63)

Approximately 65” tall and 17” x 17” wide
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DISPLAYS fixtures are no charge when filled with product

Best Seller Collection 
Pegged Spinner
DISP-PEG18-BEST

Features 12 top selling printed stickers, including 3 
name drop styles.  Please indicate your name drop 
choices in order notes or your town name will be used.  
All stock designs can be requested if name drop is not 
desired. 

$450

Countertop 
Pegged Spinner
DISP-PEG18

Features pegged sides to hold packaged stickers.  This 
display rotates and takes up very little counter space.

Display will hold:
12 printed stickers ($450)
8 large die cut ($400-$600)
8-12 small die cut ($300-$750)
Approximately 10” by 10” wide and 18” tall

Best Seller Collection 
Small Display
DISP-SM-BEST

Features 4 panels filled with our bestselling stickers 
and magnets.  Our best seller collection includes 
approximately 25% name drop stickers both printed 
and die-cut styles.  Please include specific name drop 
requests in your order notes. 

Best seller assortment includes:
1 magnet side
1 small die-cut sticker side
2 printed sticker sides (4 styles as name drop)
Approximately $717

Countertop 
Small Display
DISP-SM

This rotating display features 4 panels to hold a mix of 
stickers and magnets. Sticker sides can be shelves or 
pegged for packaged stickers.

Choose 4:
Printed sticker side: 6 styles ($225)
Small die-cut sticker side: 6 styles ($225-$375)
Magnet side:  styles 6 each ($42)
Approximately 16” tall and 14” x 14” wide

Best Seller Collection 
Large Display
DISP-LG-BEST

Features 4 panels filled with our bestselling stickers 
and magnets.  Our best seller collection includes 
approximately 25% name drop stickers in both printed 
and die-cut styles.  Please include specific name drop 
requests in your order notes,

Best seller assortment includes:
1 magnet side
1 assorted small and large die-cut sticker side
2 printed sticker sides (4 styles as name drop)
Approximately $1610

Countertop 
Large Display
DISP-LG

This large spinning display features 4 panels which 
can hold a mix of sticker shelves, magnetic panels or 
pegged sides for packaged stickers.

Choose 4:
Printed sticker side: 15 styles ($562)
Large die-cut sticker side: 8 styles ($400 - $750)
Small die-cut sticker side: 12 – 15 styles ($375 - $900)
Magnet side: 6 styles 6 each ($63)
Approximately 25” tall and 17” x 17” wide
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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PRINTED STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces  |  size: approx. 3”  |  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk
Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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DIE-CUT STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces   |   LG: size: approx. 5”x3.5”  -  $2/ea, $50/pk
SM: size: approx. 3.5”x2”  -  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk, foil add $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes. 
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DIE-CUT STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces   |   LG: size: approx. 5”x3.5”  -  $2/ea, $50/pk
SM: size: approx. 3.5”x2”  -  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk, foil add $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes. 
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DIE-CUT STICKERS pack size: 25 pieces   |   LG: size: approx. 5”x3.5”  -  $2/ea, $50/pk
SM: size: approx. 3.5”x2”  -  $1.50/ea, $37.50/pk, foil add $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes. 
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.
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BUTTONS 
& MAGNETS

MAGNETS stock pack size: 6 pieces, name drop pack size: 12 pieces  |  size: 2.25”  |  $1.75/ea
BUTTONS stock pack size: 12 pieces, name drop pack size: 24 pieces  |  size: 1.25”  |  $1/ea

Enter desired name drop in product notes.



ORDERS
No minimum dollar order. Products are sold 
in multiples of the specified quantities.  
Orders that do not meet an item’s required 
quantity will be automatically rounded up to 
the next multiple.

NEW ACCOUNTS
Credit card required for all first orders with 
tax ID resale number. All customer accounts 
are subject to approval by Stickers 
Northwest.

PAYMENT TERMS
Standard Payment terms are prepay by 
credit card or check.  Stickers Northwest 
accepts Visa, Mastercard, Discover and 
American Express. 

INVOICE REQUESTS
Invoices will be sent via email when order 
ships. 

SHIPPING
Orders ship FOB from our warehouse via UPS 
or USPS unless otherwise specified.  
Shipping costs are capped at 5% for 
domestic shipments.  

RETURNS/CLAIMS
Any damaged or incorrect items must be 
reported within 10 days of receipt of 
product.  Returns will not be accepted 
without prior authorization from Stickers 
Northwest.
Email: orders@stickersnorthwest.com

PRICING
Current prices are listed in product 
categories.  Prices are subject to change 
without notice.

TO PLACE AN ORDER
Please place your order with your local sales 
rep or:
Call: 1-800-888-1716
Email: cjs@cjscottage.com 

TERMS & CONDITIONS

We supply fun, high quality 
products that allow retailers 
to provide items of 
self-expression and local pride 
for their shoppers.


